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EARS of DEFINING LEADERSHIP 
THE ONE HUNDRED NINTH 
WHITTIER COLLEGE COMMENCEMENT 
Memorial Stadium - Friday, May 11, 2012 - 9:00 a. m. 
PRELUDE 
Three Dances - Tylman Susato 
Ronde-Saltarel-Pavan 
Magnifi cat Frimi Toni - Johann Pachelbel 
Music for Queen Mary II - Henry Purcell 
March-Anthem-Canzona 
Canzona per Sonare No. 1 - La Spritata - Giovanni Gabrieli 
PROCESSIONAL 
Pomp and Circumstance - Sir Edward Elgar 
Arranged by Stephen Billington 
INVOCATION 
Glen Peterson, M. Div., World Relief 
WELCOME FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE COLLEGE 
Sharon D. Herzberger, Ph.D. 
WELCOME FROM THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES AND ALu1VU4I ASSOCIATION 
Donald J. Herrema '74, Chairman of the Board 
RECOGNITION OF THE FACULTY AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF THE 
2012 NERHOOD TEACHING EXCELLENCE AWARD WINNER 
President Herzberger 
STUDENT SPEAKER 
Niketa Patel '12 
THE CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES 
President Herzberger 
Presentation of Mario J. Molina 
Assistant Professor of Chemistry and Environmental Science Amy Moskun 
Presentation of Rosemary Radford Ru ether 
Visiting Assistant Professor of Religious Studies Rosemary P. Carbine 
Presentation of Chauncey Veatch 
Associate Professor of Education and Child Development Kathleen S. Ralph 
THE CONFERRING OF DEGREES 
Presentation of Master of Arts Candidates 
Presentation of Bachelor of Arts Candidates 
Charlotte G. Borst, Ph.D., Vice President for Academic Affairs 
and Dean of Faculty 
CHARGE TO THE CLASS OF 2012 
President Herzberger 
SCHOOL SONG- FRIENDS FOREVER 
Whittier College Vocal Ensemble led by Associate Professor of Music Stephen Cook 
RECESSIONAL 
Trumpet Tune - Henry Purcell 
Solemn Music - Walter S. Hartley 
Prelude-Anthem-Postlude 
(The audience is requested to remain seated until the faculty and graduates have exited.) 
MARSHALS 
Andrew Wallis, Ph.D., Mace Bearer 
David B. Bourgaize, Ph.D. 
Lorinda B. Camparo, Ph.D. 
Wendy Furman-Adams, Ph.D. 
Sal A. Johnston, Ph.D. 
Deborah L. Norden, Ph.D. 
David I. Paddy, Ph.D. 
Brian A. Reed, M.F.A. 
Patricia A. Van Oosbree, Ph.D. 
President Herzberger and Members of the Faculty 
will host a reception for the Class of 2012 
immediately following Commencement on the Baseball Field 
HONORARY DOCTORATES 
Mario J. Molina is the first Mexican-born citizen to receive a Nobel Prize in 
Chemistry, which he was awarded along with his co-recipients in 1995 for his role in 
exposing the threat to our planet's ozone layer by chlorofluorocarbon gases. A scientific 
leader collaborating with colleagues around the world, his work focuses on assessing 
and mitigating the air pollution problems of rapidly growing cities. Dr. Molina was co-
leader of President Obama's transition team for science and technology policy, and in 
2010 he was appointed to the InterAcademy Council, a 12-member organization of the 
world's science academies asked by the United Nations to conduct an independent 
review of the procedures and processes of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change. 
Rosemary Radford Ruether has a distinguished career as a teacher, scholar, and 
activist in the Roman Catholic Church. She is best known as a groundbreaking leader in 
Christian feminist theology. An active author and lecturer, Dr. Ruether's books include 
Sexism and God-Talk, In Our Own Voices: Four Centuries of American Women 's 
Religious Writing, and Integrating Ecofeminism, Globalization, and World Religions. 
Chauncey Veatch was named National Teacher of the Year 2002, receiving the 
honor in a White House Rose Garden ceremony. After a distinguished military career, 
he became a teacher in 1995. Since then he has taught a wide array of subjects to 
students often considered "at risk," including migrant children, non-English speakers, 
pregnant teens, and students involved in gangs and substance abuse. Due to his success 
in the classroom and out, he was selected as a member of the California Commission on 
the Year of Languages and named Educator of the Year by the Mexican-American 
Chamber of Commerce. Professor Veatch has also served on the Federal Task Force on 
Homelessness and Severe Mental Illness and the National Advisory Council on Drug 
and Alcohol Abuse. 
THE WHITTIER COLLEGE SCHOOL SONG 
"Friends Forever" 
Hail to thee, dear Whittier, 
Home of friends forever; 
Thou art virtuous, Whittier, 
In thy high endeavor. 
Now we charge thee, Whittier, 
Home where peace and truth are nourished, 
Grant to youth thy spirit 'til 
Hopes and dreams have fully flourished. 
Forward ever, Whittier; 
Falter never, Whittier! 
Friends forever, Whittier; 
Alma mater, Whittier! 
Words by Margaretha Lohmann, professor of music 
Music based on "Gaudeamus Igitur," C. W Kindeleben, c. 1781 
First published c. 1930 as "The Whittier College Hymn" 
Later revised c. 1990 as "Friends Forever" 
Candidates for Degrees 
Whittier College Academic Year 2011-2012 
Master of Arts 
§ Kathryn Valerie Adame 
Pico Rivera, California 
t Jannelle Andrade 
B.A. Whit/jet College 
§ Jessica Serrano Arthur 
B.A. San Francisco Stale University 
t Lynn S. Back 
B.A. California Slate Polytechnic University, 
Pomona 
t Christopher J. Dailey 
B.A. Whittier College 
Heather Kay Denison 
B.A. Principia College 
Allison Koya Desfor 
B.A. Whittier College 
Jordan Alexandra Franey 
B.A. University of Cal jfornia, Santa Barbara 
Colleen Emi Benson 	 Veronica E. Galbreath 
B.A. Whittier College B.A. Loyola Ma,ymount University 
Gabriella Capucetti 	 t§ Robert Michael Gailucci 
B.A. Whittier College B.S. University of Southern California 
t Garrett Neil Carr 	 Melissa Garcia 
B.A. Whittier College B.A. Whittier College 
§ Gabriel Steven Carrillo 	 t Bonnie Susanne Gonzalez 
B.A. California State University, Fullerton 	 B.A. University ofNot re Dame 
t Gilbert Castaneda, Jr. 
	 Katharine Louise Guerrero 
B.S. California State Polytechnic University, 	 B.A. Whittier College 
Pomona 
Barbara Castillo 	 Sonia Guevara 
B.S. California State University, Fullerton 	 B.A. Whittier College 
Diana Cerrillo 	 Sandra Guzman 
B.S. California State University, Fullerton 	 B.S. California State University, Los Angeles 
§ Jung W Chae 	 § Cassandra Lisette Hernandez 
B.A. University of Cal jfornia,  Irvine 	 B.A. California State Long Beach 
t§ Travis Alexander Crow 	 Anissa Victoria Hilyard 
B.A. Whittier College 	 B.A. University of Washington 
t—Anticipated Summer Graduation 	§=In Absentia 
§ Veronica Jimenez 
B.A. University of California, Los Angeles 
§ Ryan Peter Kelaher 
B.A. Hofstra University 
t Melanie Chrystan Kirklin 
B.S. Human Set-vices 
Kelsey Elisabeth Kleine 
B.S. Oregon State University 
Amarillis Suseth Kodesh 
B.A. University of Wisconsin Eau-Claire 
§ Ashley Anne Leone 
B.S. Chapman University 
Kristy Mane Levano 
B.A. California State University, Fullerton 
Christine Tzu Vim Lin 
B.A. University of California, Irvine 
J Priscilla Linares 
B.A. California State University, Long Beach 
t John Scott Marousek 
B.A. Concordia University, Inane 
Catherine Elizabethe Martinez 
B.A. University ofPhoenix 
Celina Martinez 
B.A. University of California, Irvine 
Cynthia Rose Martinez (M.A. 
conferred May 2009) 
B.A. California State University, Long Beach 
Bnanna Cailin McEntee 
B.A. Whittier College 
Jenna Michelle Montoya 
B.A. Whittier College 
t Joseph Anthony Olivas 
B.A. California State University, Long Beach  
Sofia Patronas 
B.A. University of California, Davis 
Carrie Lynn Peck 
B.A. Arizona State University 
Silvia A. Perdue 
B.A. Whittier College 
Melissa Elyse Perea 
B.A. University of California, Irvine 
t§ Andrew Lewis Quepons 
B.A. California Polytechnic University, Pomona 
t§ Evalina Marie Schwable 
B.A. Whittier College 
Amanda Irini Settlage 
B..4 Whittier College 
Juan Alberto Shinabukuro 
B.A. California State University, Long Beach 
Eva V Shin 
B.A. University of California, Irvine 
1' Sophie Joy Sosa 
B.A. Whittier College 
1 Adrienne Wynne Testa 
B.A. University ofRedlands 
Rafael Armando Torres 
B.A. Whittier College 
Richard Tran 
B.A. Whittier College 
George Cesare-Frank Trapani 
B.S. Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University 
§ Joseph Andrew Verplancke 
B.S. California State University, Los Angeles 
Laura Chavez Warner 
B.A. California State University, Fullerton 
t=Anticipated Summer Graduation 	§''In Absentia 
Stacy Ann Wolf 
B.A. California State University, Long Beach 
t Anna Renae Wright 
B.A. Whither College 
§ Lorin Michael Yannarell 
B.A. University ofNew Mexico 
§ Brian James Yarbrough 
B.S. California Polytechnic Stale University, 
Pomona 
t=Anticzpated Summer Graduation 	§=In Absentia 
Candidates for Degrees 
Whittier College Academic Year 2011-2012 
Bachelor of Arts 
** 	Celina E. Adame 	 If Amanda Florine Arnie! 
Economics 	 Sociology 
La Quinta, California 	 La Mirada, California 
John Anthony Adams 	 Vanessa Marina Amran 
Kinesiology & Leisure Science 	 Psychology 
Downey, California 	 Glendale, California 
Rachel Aelion-Moss 	 ** Stephanie Karen Angus 
Business Administration Mathematics 
Fox Point, Wisconsin 	 Newport Beach, California 
Eva Ruby Aguilar 	 t Brittany Nicole Aranda 
Psychology 	 Social Work 
Rosemead, California 	 Santa Fe Springs, California 
Juan Carlos Aguilar-Mendoza 	 Sean Aaron Arps 
Biology 	 Business Administration 
West Valley City, Utah 	 Economics 
Tucson, Arizona 
* Emma Kaiu!ani Ah Sing 	 Marielle Elizabeth Askew 
Theatre & Communications Arts 	 Alternative Education Models 
Edwards Air Force Base, California Pasadena, California 
Tyler Kenneth Aisner 	 Ian Christopher Bab!ewski 
Kinesiology & Leisure Science 	 Physics 
Paso Robles, California 	 Ramona, California 
Mark Anthony Alvarez 	 Danika Grace Baptista 
Business Administration Political Science 
Pomona, California 	 San Diego, California 
Michael R. Amarilia 	 Thomas Jerome Barber, III 
History 	 Kinesiology & Leisure Science 
Downey, California 	 Wailuku, Hawaii 
Nicholas Francis Ainicone 	 Gabrielle Barrios 
Business Administration Child Development 
Riverside, California 	 Spanish 
Pico Rivera, California 
*Cum Laude **=Magna Gum Laude 	= Summa Gum Laude 
=Academic Disctinction in the Major 	f =Anticipated Summer Graduation 	§=In Absentia 
Wendy Barrios 	 Richard Henry Beswick 
Biology 	 Biology 
Spanish El Cajon, California 
South Gate, California 
Jonathan Rex Bartuzik 	 Lea Mane Betsworth 
Political Science 	 Political Science 
French 	 Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada 
Malibu, California 
§ Tracy K. Batey 	 Matthew Robert Birkenseer 
Psychology 	 Philosophy 
Rancho Mirage, California 	 Danville, California 
William Loren-Nelson Beard 
	








* * 	Nicole Rebecca Beauchamp 	 Jonathan Wayne Ned Bluett 
English 	 English 
French Stanton, California 
La Habra, California 
Jonathan Henry Belanger 	 Filemon Bobadilla, Jr. 
Psychology 	 Psychology 
Long Beach, California 	 Gilroy, California 
Allison Marie Beltran 	 Tyler Mulligan Bogart 
Business Administration Kinesiology & Leisure Science 
Spokane, Washington 	 Templeton, California 
Julia Elizabeth Beltran 	 ** Caitlin Lee Bourgaize 
English 	 Psychology 
Theatre & Communications Arts 	 Whittier, California 
Las Cruces, New Mexico 
Anthony Michael Bennett 	 t Andrew Michael Brooks 
Kinesiology & Leisure Science Business Administration 
San Diego, California 	 Los Angeles, California 
Skyler Jean Bergman 	 Jennifer Kaye Buckingham 
Psychology 	 Theatre & Communications Arts 
Los Angeles, California 	 Albuquerque, New Mexico 
* 	Stephanie Marie Bergstrom 	 Juan Pablo Bustos 
Child Development 	 Spanish 
Riverside, California Chinese 
Huntington Park, California 
*=Cum Laude **—Magna Cum Laude 	Summa Cum Laude 
=Academic Disctinction in the Major 	t=Anticzpated Summer Graduation 	§=In Absentia 
* Velcy Cabral Fnas 
Child Development 
Montebello, California 
Michele Kristine Callaway 
Biology 
Gilroy, California 
§ Stephanie Louise Campbell 
Art 
La Crescenta, California 
Melissa Mane Campos 
Business Administration 
Pico Rivera, California 
§ Kellie Kaw Kiyomi Canida 





Alyssa Marie Carillo 
Kinesiology & Leisure Science 
Avocado Heights, California 
t Hunter MacClay Carlin 
Philosophy 
Santa Monica, California 
Libertad Carlos 
Psychology 
San Jose, California 
Patricio Tomas Car regha Flood 
Business Administration 
Cabo San Lucas, Baja California Sur, 
Mexico 
Kaitlin Cherish Cassidy 
Cinema Studies and Criticism 
West Covina, California  
Gyceile Yvette Castaneda 
Sociology 
La Puente, California 
Oscar Gabriel Castillo Duarte 
Kinesiology & Leisure Science 
Mecca, California 
Ryan Joseph Catino 
Kinesiology & Leisure Science 
Art 
San Juan Capistrano, California 
Eric Michael Cejudo 








Andrew Hangsuk Choi 
Biology 
Gardena, California 
James Michael Akbar Chowdry 
Political Science 
Golden, Colorado 
Claire Alice Clancy 
The Business ofMusic 
Durango, Colorado 
Alana Bryn Cloud 
Anthropology/Sociology 
Flint Hill, Virginia 
Aaron Ho Coleman 
Economics 
Seattle, Washington 
*Cum Laude **=Magna  Cum Laude * * = Summa Cum Laude 
frAcademic Disctinction in the Major 	t=Anticipated Summer Graduation 	§=In Absentia 
Sarah Katherine Colen 
Kinesiology & Leisure Science 
San Francisco, California 
Eric Brian Colunga 
Kinesiology & Leisure Science 
Chino, California 
§ Kathleen McGrath Connors 
Religious Studies 
Mayer, Arizona 
Hannah Kay Cooley 
Anthropology/Sociology 
Vancouver, Washington 
§ Jeffrey Alan Copher 
Political Science 
Arcadia, California 
t Daniel Cordova 
Business Administration 
Pico Rivera, California 
Matthew Raymond Costa 
Mathematics 
Economics 
San Mateo, California 
Reba Covarrubias 
Psychology 
Baldwin Park, California 
Dannea Crespo 
Spanish 
El Monte, California  
Nicholas Brandon Dante 
English 
Glendora, California 
Katie Deborah Davidson 
Business Administration 
Citrus Heights, California 





Los Angeles, California 
1: Michael Taylor Dimler 
Biology 
Phoenix, Arizona 
Meagan Bryanna Dominguez 
English 
Whittier, California 
Travis Uechi Driskell 
Physics 
San Jose, California 
Brett David Dunham 
Business Administration 
Victorville, California 
Brigette Anais Duran 
Biology 
La Crescents, California 
	
* 	Deyla M. Curtis 
	
Anna Alicia Edwards 
Political Science Kinesiology & Leisure Science 
French 
	
Alta Loma, California 
Rowe, New Mexico 
* * 	Colleen Elizabeth Daly 
	
Brandon Tracy Epstein 
Theatre & Communications Arts 
	
The Mental Aspect ofHuman 
Global & Cultural Studies 
	 Performance 
Spenyville, Virginia 
	 New York, New York 
*Cum Laude **=Magna Cum Laude 	= Summa Cum Laude 
=Academic Disctinction in the Major 	t =Anticipated Summer Graduation 	§=In Absentia 
Erik Yale Escobar 
	
Kyle Steven Fox 
Studies in Management and the Arts 
	 Theatre & Communications Arts 
Gardena, California 
	 Hacienda Heights, California 
Samantha Michelle Estrella 	 Gregory Thomas Frith 
English 	 Business Administration 
Whittier, California 	 Walnut, California 
Chad MacKenzie Evenrud 	 Michael Wakimura Gale 
Kinesiology & Leisure Science Economics 
San Diego, California 	 Fountain Valley, California 
Taylor Sloan Fallon 	 Apolloma Galvan 
Kinesiology & Leisure Science 	 English 
Ontario, California 	 French 
Pico Rivera, California 
Gabriel Amora de Farias 	 Scott Patrick Galvan 
Business Administration Business Administration 
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 	 Yorba Linda, California 
Allen Stephen Feldman 	 Adriamia Inez Game 
English 	 English 
New York, New York 	 Whittier, California 
Charles R. Fisher 	 t Amanda Christine Garcia 
Sustainability, Media, and Social Change 	 Psychology 
Scottsdale, Arizona 	 Huntington Park, California 
Elizabeth Ann Fisk 	 t Cassie Lorraine Garcia 
Philosophy 	 Business Administration 
West Chester, Pennsylvania 	 Whittier, California 
Jonathon Flores 	 Cindy Garcia 
Political Science Psychology 
Diamond Bar, California 	 Pico Rivera, California 
Mariela Flores 
	
t Julian Robert Garcia 




Thomas Victor Flores 	 Nico David Garcia 
History 	 Business Administration 
Whittier, California 	 Santa Fe Springs, California 
*=Cum Laude **Magna Cum Laude 	= Summa Cum Laude 
1,—Academic Disctinction in the Major 	t=Anticipated Summer Graduation 	§1n Absentia 
Brian Scott Garfield 	 Angelica Gonzalez 
Psychology 	 Economics 
San Diego, California 	 Mathematics 
El Monte, California 
Zachary Ethan Garrett 	 Brenda Alejandra Gonzalez 
Economics 	 Political Science 
Austin, Texas Pasadena, California 
Alexander Blake Gast 	 Cory Kiyoshi Goodchild 
Business Administration Business Administration 
Tarzana, California 	 Mission Viejo, California 
Thailin Leticia Gavilanes 	 Ashley Lynn Gossnian 
Spanish 	 Business Administration 
Business Administration 	 Los Angeles, California 
Montclair, California 
Allison Michelle Gilbert 	 Sydney Jane Gould 
Chinese 	 Psychology 
Whittier, California 	 Scottsdale, Arizona 
Daniel J. Gleiberman 	 Raymond Sison Goyena 
Business Administration Global & Cultural Studies 
Redondo Beach, California 	 Anaheim, California 
Sara Elizabeth Gomez 	 Jazzmine Brenae' Graham 
Business Administration Business Administration 
Riverside, California 	 Alta Loma, California 
Adrian Gilbert Gonzales 	 Kathryn Lee Gramley 
Studies in Public Policy English 
Political Science 	 Houston, Texas 
La Habra, California 
Henry Alfredo Gonzales 	 Paula Kathryn Gras 
Sociology 	 Psychology 
Turlock, California 	 Whittier, California 
t Adriana Gonzalez 	 I Dylan Scott Griffiths 
Business Administration 	 Business Administration 
Whittier, California 	 Economics 
Hemet, California 
Angel de Jesus Gonzalez 	 ** Gabriela Karen Gutierrez 
Environmental Science Biology 
Spanish 	 Downey, California 
Bell Gardens, California 
*=Cum Laude **Magna Cum Laude 	Summa Cum Laude 
=Academic Disctinction in the Major 	t =Anticipated Summer Graduation 	§1n Absentia 
Catherine Middleton Gwinnup 
	




Salt Lake City, Utah 
	
Huntington Beach, California 
Lincoln Tad Haley 
Psychology 
Orinda, California 
Kristin Allison Hallsted 
Child Development 
Spanish 
Palo Alto, California 
Ivy Han 
Contemporary Globalization and 
Cultural Commodification 
Los Angeles, California 
t Lon Maral Havatian 
Psychology 
Fresno, California 
Lance W. Haver 
Environmental Science 
Riverside, California 




Shelley Marie Heller 
Environmental Science 
La Habra, California 
t Jose Eric Hernandez 
Political Science 
Whittier, California 
Lizbeth Victoria Hernandez 
Visual as Business 
Whittier, California 
Korsine Elise Hilgeman 
History 
Santee, California 
Keith Richard Hoefel 
Kinesiology & Leisure Science 
Burbank, California 








Oreese Malcolm Hoyes 
Business Administration 
Los Angeles, California 
Joanna Rae Ibanez 
Theatre & Communications Arts 
Pico Rivera, California 
Michael Bryan Ibarra 
Business Administration 
Whittier, California 
Chelsea Renee Irha 
Biology 
Laguna Niguel, California 
* 	Courtney Anne Jackson 
Cultural Memory and The Arts 
Quincy, California 
Douglas Parker Hesketh 
	
John Winfred Jackson, III 




San Diego, California 
*=Cum Laude **=Magna Cum Laude "= Summa Cum Laude 
=Academic Disctinction in the Major 	t =Anticipated Summer Graduation 	§-1n Absentia 
Megan Kristina Jackson 
	
Marissa Rose King 
Child Development 
	
Modern Urbanization and Social Change 
Whittier, California Richmond, California 
Olga Jimenez 
Political Science 
Buena Park, California 
Steven Evan Joaquin 
English 
West Covina, California 
Michelle Haruko Johiro 
Business Administration 
Pearl City, Hawaii 
Rhye-Samuel Ray Kanassatega 
Biology 
St. Anthony, Minnesota 
Chad William Kelsey 
Business Administration 
Deerfield, New Hampshire 
§ Douglas E. Kennedy 
Psychology 
Yorba Linda, California 
** Rachel Monet Kenny 
Business Administration 
Spring Valley, California 
t§ John Joseph Kienle 
Philosophy 
San Diego, California 
Andrew Kwang Jung Kim 
Business Administration 
Fairfax, Virginia 
Ryan Afro Kitabayashi 
Business Administration 
Los Angeles, California 
Justin Leland Koziol 
International Political Economy 
Honolulu, Hawaii 
Matthew Ian Lane 
Kinesiology & Leisure Science 
Rowland Heights, California 
Michael Carleton Latimer 
Theatre & Communications Arts 
Political Science 
Whittier, California 
Tyler M.K. Lau 
Business Administration 
Honolulu, Hawaii 
Douglas Scott Lawson 
History 
Tucson, Arizona 
t Jennifer Ann Leach 
Psychology 
Blythe, California 
Philip Hector Lehrer 
Kinesiology & Nutrition Scienc 
History 
Redwood City, California 
Brittaney Lychelle Leon 
Social Work 
Norwalk, California 
Catherine Fans King 
	





Los Angeles, California 
	
Mountain View, California 
*Cum Laude **=Magna Cum Laude 	Summa Cum Laude 
=Academic Disctinction in the Major 	t =Anticipated Summer Graduation 	§=In Absentia 
Cameron Michael Lew 	 * * Megan Maguire-Marshall 
Business Administration Medical Anthropology 
San Diego, California 	 Gallup, New Mexico 
Keimi Alison Lew 	 t Jose Malagon 
Psychological Approaches to Physical 	 Child Development 
Rehabilitation 	 Long Beach, California 
West Covina, California 
Austin Wey-sing Liauw 	 Christopher Marc Maloney 
Social Work 	 Physics 
Rosemead, California 	 Rockford, Michigan 
Rina Xh. Lila 	 Kevin Mancilla 
Political Science Biology 
Prishtina, Kosovo 	 Montclair, California 
Matthew Dolan Liotta-Butterworth 	 Sarah Margaret Mannes 
Economics 	 Global & Cultural Studies 
Soquel, California 	 Dallas, Texas 
Molly Elizabeth Litherland 	 Emma Crivello Marchio 
History 	 Business Administration 
Bellflower, California 	 Medford, New Jersey 
** 1: Kristina Marie Little 	 Gabriela Mann 
Biochemistry 	 Global & Cultural Studies 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 	 El Monte, California 
* 	James Francis Lotti 	 Tania Elizabeth Marroquin 
English 	 Psychology 
Huntington Beach, California 	 Los Angeles, California 
Andrew C. Maartensen 
	 Madison Claire Martinet 
Political Science 
	 Kinesiology & Leisure Science 
Los Angeles, California 
	 Las Vegas, Nevada 
Monique Renee Machis 	 t Denisse Martinez 
Kinesiology & Leisure Science 	 Child Development 
Scottsdale, Arizona 	 Chula Vista, California 
Felipe Magallon 
	 Justine Rene Martinez 
Theatre & Communications Arts 
	 Kinesiology & Leisure Science 
Los Angeles, California 
	 Covina, California 
*=Cum Laude **Magna Cum Laude '"= Summa Cum Laude 
=Academic Disctinction in the Major 	1Anticipated Summer Graduation 	§=In Absentia 
Leslie Dana Martinez 
Child Development 
Los Angeles, California 
Brendan Patrick Mayland 
Business Administration 
Anaheim, California 
Samantha Ann McCord 
Business Administration 
Anaheim, California 
Brooke Quinn McElwee 
Documenting Culture 
Newfields, New Hampshire 
Kirstie Asharra McPeek 
Anthropology/Sociology 
San Diego, California 
Daniel Thomas McQuade 
Business Administration 
New Westminster, British Columbia, 
Canada 
1 Daniel Adam Mena 
Business Administration 
Pico Rivera, California 





Santa Ana, California  
Peter Alexander Mitchell 
Mathematics 
Bakersfield, California 
Marlee Michelle-Anne Moffatt 
Sociology 
Bellevue, Washington 
Luis Humberto Molina 
Business Administration 
Los Angeles, California 
Elizabeth Nell Montgomery 
Kinesiology & Leisure Science 
Bellevue, Washington 
Jessica Lauren Morales 
Business Administration 
Whittier, California 







* * * Laura Perry Mosedale 
Social Work 
Gaithersburg, Maryland 
t Brendan Patrick Murphy 
History 
Rancho Mirage, California 
Eric John Miller 
	
Marina Najera 





Anaeis Minas Masihi 
	




La Crescenta, California 
	
Long Beach, California 
*Cum Laude **=Magna  Cum Laude * * = Summa Cum Laude 
=Academic Disctinction in the Major 	f =Anticipated Summer Graduation 	§=In Absentia 
* 	Noelle Kristina Navarro 
	







Michael Vaughn Neumayr 
	
Connor Allen O'Leary 
Kinesiology & Leisure Science Kinesiology & Leisure Science 
Phoenix, Arizona 
	 Englewood, Colorado 
** Carol Nguyen 
Business Administration 
San Gabriel, California 
Allie Rae Nicholson 
Art 
Kinesiology & Leisure Science 
La Mirada, California 




** 	Katherine Elizabeth Normand 
Human Development in Diverse Social 
Contexts 
El Cajon, California 
Melissa Ann Nunez 
Business Administration 
Long Beach, California 




Jessica Ann Odle 
Biology 
Whittier, California  
Kady Marie Oliker 
English 
Manhattan Beach, California 
Joshua Wayne 011ison 
Kinesiology & Leisure Science 
San Diego, California 
Steven Matthew Olvera 
Business Administration 
Whittier, California 
Shannon Lori Oriins 
Chemistry 
San Diego, California 
Susan Monique Orona 
Business Administration 
Perris, California 
Lee Jeffery Oshnock 
Kinesiology & Leisure Science 
Detroit, Michigan 
Victor Hugo Padilla Meraz 
Political Science 
Whittier, California 
Brianne Rose O'Doherty 
	
Amy Beth Palmer 
Marketing and Visual Communication 
	
Animal Conservation and Welfare 
Willowbrook, Illinois 
	 Theatre & Communications Arts 
Phoenix, Arizona 




	 Kinesiology & Leisure Science 
Los Angeles, California 
	
Los Angeles, California 
*=Cum Laude **=Magna Cum Laude 	= Summa Cum Laude 
=Academic Disctinction in the Major 	t =Anticipated Summer Graduation 	§In Absentia 
** 	Linda Lee Park 	 Andrew Charles Pigott 
French 	 Art 
Art Whittier, California 
Walnut, California 
Whitney Lyn Pate 	 Maria Elena Pizana 
Kinesiology & Leisure Science 	 Psychology 
Bishop, California 	 South Gate, California 
Niketa Navin Patel 	 Eric James Pluntze 
Business Administration 	 Political Science 
Political Science 	 Reading, Massachusetts 
Bridgewater, New Jersey 
Sarah Rose Patterson 
	
Roy Johnson Poblete 
Political Science 
	
Theatre & Communications Arts 
San Pedro, California 
	
Cerritos, California 
Wesley Blake Paulson 	 Jonathan Lawrence Pollare 
Business Administration Art 
Bernet, California 	 Pacific Palisades, California 
Erika E. Perez 	 Joshua Peterom Porotesano 
Neuroscience Psychology 
Bell, California 	 San Diego, California 
Rene Perez 	 Tyler Geoffrey Portman 
Art 	 Business Administration 
Santa Fe Springs, California 	 Danville, California 
Da'Mon Verez Perry, II 	 t Reed Bryden Price 
Kinesiology & Leisure Science 	 Applied Philosophy 
Los Angeles, California 	 Clayton, New York 
TaShaunna Hoffie Peterman 	 Thomas Michael Puebla, III 
Theatre & Communications Arts Psychology 
York, Pennsylvania 	 Whittier. California 
* Scott Everett Peyatt 	 Daniel Enrique Quele-Madrid 
Business Administration English 
Anaheim, California 	 Huntington Park, California 
Kelsey Joyce Phillips 	 1 Flaka Radoniqi 
Music 	 Biology 
Chandler, Arizona 	 Gjakove, Kosovo 
*Cum Laude **=Magna Gum Laude 	= Summa Gum Laude 
tAcademic Disctinction in the Major 	t =Anticipated Summer Graduation 	§=In Absentia 
Jordan Angel Ramos 
Physics 
Diamond Bar, California 
Kimberlee Rose Ranz 
Biology 
Las Vegas, Nevada 
Nina Marie Raspa 
Kinesiology & Leisure Science 
Los Angeles, California 
Michael Andrew Raygoza 
Business Administration 
Montebello, California 
* 	Erik Rempen 
Environmental Science 
Global & Cultural Studies 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 





Pico Rivera, California 
Melissa Camille Reynoso 
Biology 
Hacienda Heights, California 
Margaret K. Rich 
Psychology 
Del Mar, California 
Daisha Nicole Richards 
Social Work 
Norwalk, California  
Ever Romeo Rincon 
Business Administration 
West Covina, California 
Jenna Faye Ririe 
Business Administration 
Chino Hills, California 
Jennifer Maritza Rivas-Gufflen 
Kinesiology & Leisure Science 
Reseda, California 
Chase L. Robinson 
Biology 
Whittier, California 
Bo Henry Rodriguez 
Kinesiology & Leisure Science 
Goleta, California 
Virginia Marie Rodriguez 
Economics 
Whittier, California 
t Yvette Rose Rodriguez 
Biology 
East Los Angeles, California 
Graham Whiteman Ruchti 
Philosophy 
Guilford, Connecticut 
t Michael Anthony Rueda 
Political Science 
Pasadena, California 
Samuel Christopher Russell 
Business Administration 
Manchester, United Kingdom 
Danielle Joyce Richards 
	




Political Science Spanish 
Yorba Linda, California 
	
El Cajon, California 
*=Cum Laude **=Magna Cum Laude 	= Summa Cum Laude 
=Academic Disctinction in the Major 	t=Anticipated Summer Graduation 	§=In Absentia 
Daisy Jasmine Sanchez Pocasangre 	 Casey Raymond Serna 
Spanish 	 Political Science 
Compton, California 	 La Mirada, California 
* 	John Robert Lewis Sandlund 	 * ** Nigora Abdurahmonovna Shanpova 
Political Science 	 Business Administration 
Singapore 	 Dushanbe, Tajikistan 
Brenda Santana 	 ** Elyse Leona Sharp 
Psychology 	 Theatre & Communications Arts 
Pico Rivera, California 	 Granite Bay, California 
t Nicholas Anthony Santoro 	 Shane Christopher Sheets 
Art 	 Biology 
Marblehead, Massachusetts 	 Bakersfield, California 
Ethan John ScbiJJinger 	 Genevie Shepherd 
Kinesiology & Leisure Science 	 Psychology 
Mutheta, California 	 Pico Rivera, California 
Keary Hoelting Schiactus 	 Audreanna Elizabeth Shubm 
Biology 	 Psychology 
Sherwood, Oregon 	 La Habra Heights, California 
Chet Michael Schuster 	 * * Jamie Noelle Slingluff 
Psychology 	 Child Development 
Durham, Oregon 	 Walnut, California 
T Ryan Craig Schwenn 	 1' Courtney Elizabeth Smith 
Business Administration Theatre & Communications Arts 
Scottsdale, Arizona 	 Cannel, California 
Benedict Ira See, Jr. 	 Daniel William Smith 
Business Administration Studies in American Law 
Westchester, New York 	 Clemmons, North Carolina 
Rachel Mora See 	 Kathryn Lynn Smith 
English 	 Business Administration 
Hacienda Heights, California 	 El Cajon, California 
Rafael Aaron Serfaty 	 ' 	Lindsey Marie Soderstrom 
Psychology 	 Social Work 
Los Angeles, California 	 La Crescents, California 
*Cum Laude **Magna Cum Laude 	Summa Cum Laude 
—Academic Disctinction in the Major 	t =Anticipated Summer Graduation 	§In Absentia 
Julia-Ellen Spruill-Smith 	 Craig A. Taylor, II 
French 	 Kinesiology & Leisure Science 
English Whittier, California 
Washington, D.0 
Logan Kay St. Albus 	 f § Meagan E. Taylor 
Art 	 Psychology 
San Francisco, California 	 Whittier, California 
Austin Patrick Straus 	 Megan Deeann Teachworth 
Mathematics 	 Psychology 
Bullhead City, Arizona 	 La Mesa, California 
t Kevin Jyr-Wei Sun 	 * Renee Lea Tellez 
Applied Philosophy Child Development 
San Marino, California 	 Whittier, California 
Christopher Parke Swanson 	 t Brenda Raquel Thompson 
Political Science 	 Spanish 
Torrance, California Stockton, California 
Greg Ly Sweeney 	 Katrina Rachelle Thor eson 
Biology 	 History 
San Diego, California 	 San Diego, California 
John Andrew Swett 	 Vivian Tiet 
Art, Production and Business of Cinema 	 Physics 
Akron, Ohio 	 Honolulu, Hawaii 
t Chae Ryan Talley 
	
Karsten David Tindal 
Business Administration 
	
Kinesiology & Leisure Science 
New York, New York Eugene, Oregon 
Kathryn Ann Tanner 	 t Janae Nicole Townsend 
Psychology 	 Kinesiology & Leisure Science 
Midway City, California 	 Norwalk, California 
Alyssa Ray Tantfflo 
	
Zachary Anthony Trites 
Business Administration Kinesiology & Leisure Science 
San Jose, California 
	
San Pedro, California 
Naomi Seyoum Tarekegn 	 Trisha Lynn Turigilatto 
French 	 Child Development 
Las Vegas, Nevada 	 La Mirada, California 
*Cum Laude **Magna Cum Laude 	'= Summa Cum Laude 
=Academic Disctinction in the Major 	t=Anticipated Summer Graduation 	§=In Absentia 
Amanda Lee-Ellen Turner 
Music 
La Habra, California 
Peaches Rebecca Ulrich 
Biology 
Hacienda Heights, California 
Jessica Rose Underwood 
Applied Political Philosophy; 
Visual and Literary Narrative 
Portland, Oregon 
Ley Gect Ung 
Child Development 
Rosemead, California 
Andrew David Vallejo 
Political Science 
Hollywood, California 
Katherine Diane Gazeley Van Allen 
Social Work 
Portland, Oregon 






Damca T. Vogt 
Social Work 
Nashville, Tennessee 




Deborah Esther Wahnich 
French 
Sherman Oaks, California  
Jacquelyn Ada Waldman 
Theatre & Communications Arts 
Art 
Redlands, California 
Sarah Catherine Walls 
Psychology 
Forest Grove, Oregon 




Simone Rachel Weinstein 
Art 
Walnut Creek, California 
Ananna Marie Weisenburger 
English 
Downey, California 
Darby Adam Weppner 
Biology 
Deerfield Beach, Florida 
* * * Carlyn Arielle Werderman 
Psychology 
La Habra, California 
Megan Elizabeth Wessel 
Political Science 
Golden, Colorado 
* 	Hannah Louise Whitehurst 
Biological & Chemical Studies of the 
Environment; 
Individuals, Society & Resource 
Management 
Lees Summit, Missouri 
§ Cohn Robert Wigely 
Kinesiology & Leisure Science 
Newport Beach, California 
Davina Michelle Williams 
Child Development 
Pacifica, California 
*=CumLaude **Magna Cum Laude 	Summa CUM Laude 
=Academic Disctinction in the Major 	t =Anticipated Summer Graduation 	§1n Absentia 
Valerie La Shawn Williams 
Psychology 
San Bernardino, California 




Adam Wesley Wohisen 
Political Science 
Economics 
Menlo Park, California 





San Marino, California 
Amanda Marie Ybarra 
Kinesiology & Leisure Science 
Montebello, California 
Tyler Aaron Zickel 
English 
Coronado, California 
Christine Lauren Zmuda 
Biology 
Downey, California 
Dylan Linzie Zukowski 
French 
Buena Park, California 
Cum Laude **_Magna Cum Laude 	Summa Cum Laude 
=Academic Disctinction in the Major 	t =Anticipated Summer Graduation 	§=In Absentia 
ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS 
GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS 
Capital Fellows Program 
Rina Lila, California Senate Fellows Finalist 
Carnegie Endowment Junior Fellows Program 
Rina Lila, nominee 
FuThright U.S. Student Program 
Colleen Daly, finalist 
Veronica Moreno, winner 
Erik Rempen, finalist 
Lynne Saladin, nominee 
Hannah Whitehurst, nominee 





Center for Collaboration with the Arts Mellon Fellowship 
Emma Ah Sing 
Gilman International Scholarship 
Zachary Garrett 
Gabriela Mann 











National Association of Student Personnel Administrators 
Undergraduate Fellowship Program 
Angel Gonzalez 
Research Experiences for Undergraduates (REUs) and Internships 
Stephanie Angus, 
Miami University of Ohio MCTP-REU 
Angelica Gonzalez, 
Park City Math Institute sponsored by Princeton's Institute for 
Advanced Studies, and Enhancing Diversity in Graduate Education at Pomona College 
Whittier Fellowship for Underrepresented Students in the Sciences 
Peaches Ulrich 
WHITTIER AWARDS IN POETRY AND FICTION 
FICTION 
First Place - Catherine King 
"A Life of Her Own" 
Second Place - Allison Gilbert 
"The Doghouse" 
Honorable Mention - Kallia Wade 
"Whipping Midnight" 
POETRY 
Honorable Mention - Catherine King 
"The Swimmer Speaks of Pools" 
DEPARTMENTAL AWARDS 
HUMANITIES DIVISION 
ART AND ART HISTORY 
Outstanding Student in Studio Art 
Justin Koziol 
Outstanding Students in Art History 
Allie Nicholson 
Linda Park 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 
Outstanding Graduates in English 
Nicole Beauchamp 
Apollonia Galvan 
Outstanding Service to the English Major 
Catherine King 
Scholarly Writing Prize in English 
First Place - Apollonia Galvan 
"A Truthful John Dowell-The Narrator's 
Odyssey from Innocence to Experience" 
Third Place - Julia-Ellen Spruill-Smith 
"A Response to The Sun Also Rises by Ernest Hemingway" 
History 
Outstanding Graduates in History 
Marco Leone 
Katrina Thoreson 
PaulMoore and Allison Moore-Smith Teaching Scholarship Recipients 
Michael Amarilla 
Molly Litherland 
MODERN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES 
The Martin Ortiz Award for Academic Excellence in Spanish 
Juan Pablo Bustos 
Outstanding Students in Chinese 
Allison Gilbert 
John Jackson 
Outstanding Students in French 
Apollonia Galvan 
Linda Park 




Outstanding Performance in Music 
Kelsey Phillips 
THEATRE AND COMMUNICATION ARTS 
Outstanding Graduate in Theatre 
Elyse Sharp 
NATURAL SCIENCES DIVISION 
BIOLOGY 
Outstanding Student in Biology 
Gabriela Gutierrez 
Outstanding Contribution to the Biology Department 
Peaches Ulrich 
Outstanding Contribution in Research 
Jessica Ochoa 
CHEMISTRY 
The W. Roy Newsom Award in Chemistry 
Kristina Little 
Undergraduate Research Award in Chemistry 
Kristina Little 
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE 
Outstanding Student in Environmental Science 
Erik Rempen 
MATHEMATICS 
Pyle Mathematics Prize Outstanding Graduates in Mathematics 
Stephanie Angus 
Angelica Gonzalez 
PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY 
Outstanding Student in Physics 
Travis Driskell 
SOCIAL SCIENCES DIVISION 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Outstanding Graduate in Business Administration 
Richard Hoover 
Outstanding Student in the Finance Concentration 
Dylan Griffiths 
Outstanding Student in the Accounting Concentration 
Carol Nguyen 
Outstanding Student in the International Business Concentration 
Steven Olvera 
Outstanding Student in the Management Concentration 
Richard Hoover 
Outstanding Student in the Marketing Concentration 
Andrew Kim 
John A. Murdy Writing Award 
Richard Hoover 
Richard T. Clawson Service and Leadership Award 
Melissa Campos 
ECONOMICS 
Outstanding Economics Major 
Angelica Gonzalez 
EDUCATION AND CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
Outstanding Academic Achievement in Education 
Renee Tellez 






Outstanding Academic Achievement in Child Development 
Jamie Slingluff 
Renee Tellez 
Outstanding Service in Child Development 
Leslie Martinez 
Kallia Wade 
Outstanding Research in Child Development 
Jamie Slingluff 
KINESIOLOGY AND NUTRITION SCIENCE 




Ben G. Burnett/Pi Sigma Alpha Award for Outstanding Academic 
and Leadership Contributions by a Senior 
Deyla Curtis 
PSYCHOLOGY 
Outstanding Student in Psychology: Academics 
Noelle Navarro 




Outstanding Students in Psychology: Service 
Maria Pizana 
Carlyn Werderman 
SOCIOLOGY, ANTHROPOLOGY, AND SOCIAL WORK 
Charles I Browning Prize for Outstanding Student In Sociology 
Amanda Amiel 
Outstanding Student in Sociology 
Amanda Amiel 
Outstanding Student in Anthropology 
Alana Cloud 
Outstanding Student in Social Work 
Laura Mosedale 
Outstanding Student in Field Education in Social Work 
Lindsey Soderstrom 
Outstanding Contribution to the Social Work Profession 
Lindsey Soderstrom 
INTERDISCIPLINARY PROGRAMS 
GLOBAL AND CULTURAL STUDIES 
Contribution to the Major 
Colleen Daly 
Erik Rempen 
WHITTIER SCHOLARS OUTSTANDING STUDENTS IN THE 
WIUTTIER SCHOLARS PROGRAM 
Brianne O'Doherty 
Hannah Whitehurst 
AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING SERVICE TO 
THE WHiTTIER COLLEGE WRITING PROGRAM 
Kallia Wade 
Carlyn Werderman 
SERVICE AND LEADERSHIP AWARDS 
Broadoaks Service to Children and Families Award 
Jessica Ochoa 
Kallia Wade 
Student Life Leadership Award 
Angel Gonzalez 
Student Life Community Service Awards 
Sydney Gould 
Kallia Wade 
ALIANZA DL LOS AMIGOS 
Leadership Award 
Ever Rincon 
Academic Achievement Award 
Angelica Gonzalez 
Charles S. Adams, Ph.D. 
English Language and Literature 
Afrooz Afghani, Ph.D. 
Kinesiology and Nutrition Science 
Fred Arroyo, Ph.D. 
English Language and Literature 
John Bak, M.F.A. 
Theatre and Communication Arts 
FACULTY 
Julie Collins-Dogrul, Ph.D. 
Sociology 
Stephen Cook, D.M.A. 
Music 
Veselka Danova, M.S. 
Mathematics 
Jeffrey N. Decker, Ph.D. 
Business Administration 
Kathy Barlow, Ph.D. 
Kinesiology and Nutrition Science 
Tony D. Barnstone, Ph.D. 
English Language and Literature 
Christina Anne Bauer, Ph.D. 
Chemistry 
Priscilla B. Bell, Ph.D. 
Chemistry 
Frederic A. Bergerson, Ph.D. 
Political Science 
Kenneth Berthel, Ph.D. 
Modern Languages and Literatures 
David Bourgaize, Ph.D. 
Biology 
Donald W. Bremme, Ed.D. 
Education and Child Development 
Jonathan Burton, Ph.D. 
English Language and Literature 
Lorinda B. Camparo, Ph.D. 
Psychology 
Jason Carbine, Ph.D. 
Religious Studies 
Rosemary Carbine, Ph.D. 
Religious Studies 
Ashley Carse, Ph.D. 
Anthropology 
Richard Cheatham '68, Ph.D. 
Theatre and Communication Arts 
Marie-Magdeleine Chirol, Ph.D. 
Modern Languages and Literatures 
BaoKim Coleman, Ph.D. 
Business Administration 
Teresa DelfIn, Ph.D. 
Anthropology 
Claudia Dorrington, Ph.D. 
Social Work 
Daniel Duran, Ph.D. 
Business Administration 
Charles L. Eastman, M.A. 
College Writing Program 
Cinzia Fissore, Ph.D. 
Biology and Environmental Science 
Erica A. Fradinger, Ph.D. 
Biology 
Wendy A. Furman-Adams, Ph.D. 
English Language and Literature 
Gustavo 0. Geirola, Ph.D. 
Modern Languages and Literatures 
Stephen R. Goldberg, Ph.D. 
Biology 
Gilberto Gonzalez, M.F.A. 
Theatre and Communication Arts 
Sonia Gonzalez, Ph.D. 
Modern Languages and Literatures 
Susan Gotsch, Ph.D. 
Sociology 
Marilyn Gottschall, Ph.D. 
Religious Studies 
Jack Gregg, Ed.D. 
Business Administration 
Joanne Hash-Converse, Ph.D. 
Psychology 
Lizardo Herrera, Ph.D. 
Modern Languages and Literatures 
Jenny Herrick, M.F.A. 
Art and Art History 
Ann Hickey, '99, Ph.D. 
Kinesiology and Nutrition Science 
Charles T. Hill, Ph.D. 
Psychology 
Jennifer Holmes, Ph.D. 
Theatre and Communication Arts 
Melanie Householder, ADN 
Kinesiology and Nutrition Science 
David P. Hunt, Ph.D. 
Philosophy 
Devin S. limoto, Ph.D. 
Chemistry 
Ralph Isovitsch, Ph.D. 
Chemistry 
David lyam, Ph.D. 
Anthropology 
Danny Jauregui, M.F.A. 
Art and Art History 
sal johnston, Ph.D. 
Sociology 
Ann Kakaliouras, Ph.D. 
Anthropology 
Joyce P. Kaufman, Ph.D. 
Political Science 
Thomas Keith, Ph.D. 
Philosophy 
Paul Kjellberg, Ph.D. 
Philosophy 
Mark R. Kozek, Ph.D. 
Mathematics 
Brandt Kronholm, Ph.D. 
Mathematics 
William Kronholm, Ph.D. 
Mathematics 
Seamus Lagan, Ph.D. 
Physics 
Charles R. Lame, Ph.D. 
Business Administration 
Simon Lamar, Ph.D. 
Economics 
Horng-Yi Lee, Ph.D. 
Modern Languages and Literatures 
Teresa LeVelle, D.M. 
Music 
Eric Lindgren, Ph.D. 
Political Science 
Danilo Lozano, M.A. 
Music 
Jeffrey C. Lutgen, Ph.D. 
Mathematics 
Robert B. Marks, Ph.D. 
History 
Damien Martin, Ph.D. 
Physics 
David Mbora, Ph.D. 
Biology and Environmental Science 
Michael J. McBride, Ph.D. 
Political Science 
Laura M. McEnaney, Ph.D. 
History 
Sean Morris, Ph.D. 
English Language and Literature 
Amy Moskun, Ph.D. 
Chemistry and Environmental Science 
David J. Muller, M.M. 
Music 
John H. Neu, Ph.D. 
Political Science 
Katherine Jean Nigh, Ph.D. 
Theatre and Communication Arts 
Lana Nino, M.S.B.A. 
Business Administration 
Deborah Norden, Ph.D. 
Political Science 
Doreen M. O'Connor-Gomez, Ph.D. 
Modern Languages and Literatures 
Ria M. O'Foghludha, Ph.D. 
Art and Art History 
José Orozco, Ph.D. 
History 
Rebecca Overmyer-Velázquez, Ph.D. 
Sociology 
dAvid pAddy, Ph.D. 
English Language and Literature 
Glenn Piner, Ph.D. 
Physics and Astronomy 
Joseph L. Price, Ph.D. 
Religious Studies 
Paula R. Radisich, Ph.D. 
Art and Art History 
Geetha Rajaram, Ph.D. 
Economics 
Kathleen S. Ralph, Ph.D. 
Education and Child Development 
Karen E. Redwine, Ph.D. 
Psychology 
Brian A. Reed, M.F.A. 
Theatre and Communication Arts 
Andrea Rehm, Ph.D. 
English Language and Literature 
Adrian Riskin, Ph.D. 
Mathematics 
Elizabeth Sage, Ph.D. 
History 
Kay Sanders, Ph.D. 
Child Development 
Christina Scott, Ph.D. 
Psychology 
Anne Sebanc, Ph.D. 
Education and Child Development 
Ayesha Shaikh, Ph.D. 
Psychology 
Paula M. Sheridan, Ph.D. 
Social Work 
Corinne Sitbon-Slosburg, M.S. 
Modern Languages and Literatures 
Ryan Skophammer, Ph.D. 
Biology 
David Sloan, M.F.A. 
Art and Art History 
R. Fritz Smith, Ph.D. 
Mathematics 
Ivannia Soto-Hinman, Ph.D. 
Education and Child Development 
Shannon Stanton, Ph.D. 
Education and Child Development 
Lauren Swanson, Ph.D. 
Education and Child Development 
Cheryl C. Swift, Ph.D. 
Biology and Environmental Science 
Michelle Switzer, Ph.D. 
Philosophy 
Hector F. Valenzuela, Ph.D. 
Biology 
Patricia A. Van Oosbree, Ph.D. 
Kinesiology and Nutrition Science 
Sylvia Vetrone '99, Ph.D. 
Biology 
Judith T. Wagner, Ph.D. 
Education and Child Development 
Andrew Wallis, Ph.D. 
Modern Languages and Literatures 
Gregory R. Woirol, Ph.D. 
Economics 
Natale Zappia, Ph.D. 
History 
Serkan Zorba, Ph.D. 
Physics and Astronomy 
LIBRARIANS 
Laurel Crump, M.L.S. 
Library 
Joseph F. Dmohowski, M.S.L.S. 
Library 
Michael Garabedian '98, M.L.I.S. 
Library 
Joanna Perez, M.L.I.S. 
Library 
Nick Velkavrh, M.L.I.S. 
Library 
FACULTY EMERITI 
Richard Archer, Ph.D. 
History (1975-2004) 
Maurine Behrens, Ph.D. 
Psychology (1973-2003) 
Donald H. Breese, Ph.D. 
History (1961-1997) 
Irene Carlyle, M.A. 
Speech Pathology and Audiology 
(1978-2001) 
Rafael Chabrán, Ph.D. 
Modern Languages and Literatures 
(1985-2011) 
John Dean, Ed.D. 
Education (1970-1992) 
Thelma Eaton, D.S.W. 
Social Work (1970-1994) 
Joseph Fairbanks, Ph.D. 
History (1970-1997) 
Ann Farmer, Ph.D. 
English Language and Literature 
(1972-1999) 
Abi Fattahi, Ph.D. 
Mathematics (1981-2007) 
Mary Casey Finan, Ph.D. 
Business Administration (1987-2002) 
William Geiger, Ph.D. 
English Language and Literature 
(1965-2009) 
Stephen Gothold, D.M.A. 
Music (1977-2003) 
Warren A. Hanson, Ph.D. 
Biology (1970-2004) 
Richard Harvey, Ph.D. 
Political Science (1960-2000) 
Leslie Howard, Ph.D. 
Sociology (1981-2008) 
Anne Kiley, Ph.D. 
English Language and Literature 
(1972-2005) 
Beach Leighton, Ph.D. 
Geology (1951-1974) 
Amy Mass, D.S.W. 
Social Work (1983-1998) 
Eugene Mills, Ph.D., LL.D., L.H.D. 
Psychology (1952-1962) 
President (1979-1989) 
Frances Nobert, D.M.A. 
Music (1982-1999) 
Philip O'Brien, Ph.D. 
College Librarian (1962-2006) 
Orpha Ochse, Ph.D. 
Music (1969-1987) 
Lucy O'Connor, Ph.D. 
Psychology (1970-2008) 
Emelie Olson, Ph.D. 
Anthropology (1973-2002) 
Stephen Overturf, Ph.D. 
Economics (1971-2002) 
Charles Reeg, Ph.D. 
Chemistry (1971-2011) 
Robert Speier, B.M.F.A. 
Art (1970-1989) 
Ann Topjon, M.S.L.S. 
Library (1981-2006) 
Mary Ellen Vick, M.S.L.S. 
Library (1970-2008) 
David B. Volckmann, Ph.D. 
Psychology (1970-2010) 
William Wadsworth, Ph.D. 
Geology (1972-1997) 
Glenn Yocum, Ph.D. 
Professor of Religious Studies 
(1973-1977; 1978-2005) 
WHITTIER COLLEGE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
AND OFFICERS OF THE COLLEGE 
OFFICERS OF THE BOARD 
Donald J. Herrema '74, Chairman 
Vincent J. Daigneault '85, Treasurer 
Ruth B. Shannon, L.H.D. '92, Secretary 
MEMBERS OF THE BOARD 
James M. Brown '71 
Christopher G. Caldwell 
Derek M. F. Chan '79 
Kristin E. Dillon '73 
Peter E. Feinberg '82 
Richard I. Gilchrist '68 
Barbara (Ondrasik) Groce '57 
Carey (Baker) Halio '95 
Willard V. Harris, Jr. '55, L.H.D. '02 
Wayne S. Harvey '60 
Yukiyasu Hayashi 
Caroline (Patterson) Ireland '43 
Edwin Y. Keh '79 
William Larson, J.D.'85, H.D.L'OS 
Alan H. Lund '71 
David D. Mandarich 
James E. Mitchell '62 
Ernie Z. Park 
James R. Parks 
Richard S. Ruben 
Geoffrey C. Shepard '66 
Geraldine (Beaty) Shepherd '90 
Kate K. Wiley 
Donald E. Wood, L.H.D. '98 
Robert Zemsky '62 
COLLEGE ALUMNI TRUSTEE 
Mei-lan E. Stark '89 
LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI TRUSTEE 
John K. Fitzgerald, J.D. '93 
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
REPRESENTATIVE 
Steven Weston 83  
TRUSTEES EMERITI 
Richard H. Deihl '49, D.B.A. '84 
Rayburn S. Dezember, Sr. '53, L.H.D. '94 
Alfred J. Gobar '53, M.A. '55, L.H.D. '05 
Charlotte D. Graham L.H.D. '99 
Sharon W. McLaughlin 
R. Chandler Meyers, LL.D. '88 
Hubert C. Perry '35 
Anthony R. Pierno '54, L.H.D. '00 
Elden L. Smith '62 
Maxine M. Trotter '47 
OFFICERS OF THE COLLEGE 
Sharon D. Herzberger 
President 
Charlotte Borst 
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
and Dean of Faculty 
Penelope Bryan 
Vice President and Dean of Whittier Law 
School 
Robert J. Coleman 
Special Assistant to the President 
and Executive Director ofAthletics 
James Dunkelman 
Vice President for Finance and 
Administration 
Jeanne Ortiz 
Vice President and Dean of Students 
Fred R. Pfursich 
Vice President for Enrollment 
Elizabeth Power Robison 
Vice President for Advancement 
ACADEMIC REGALIA 
The history of academic costume and ceremony dates from 12th and 13th century 
Europe and the medieval universities of Bologna, Paris, Oxford, and Cambridge. 
Originally, the university was an association of "masters of arts" and the degree was the 
step taken to become a full member. The new master was admitted to begin teaching; 
the word "Commencement" described that rite of passage. 
The most common articles of daily attire then were long flowing gowns and cloaks, 
with hoods attached for headwear; subsequently, hats became prominent. In England, 
details of scholars' apparel and occasions for use were strictly prescribed by university 
statutes. 
The origin of the Oxford "mortarboard" cap is a mystery. It may well have evolved 
from forcing the rather square-shaped, outdoor biretta over the close-fitting, indoor skull 
cap commonly worn by university scholars in medieval times. 
American academic regalia is an inheritance primarily from Britain. The 1895 
Intercollegiate Code provides the fundamental regulation. Gowns for all three degree 
levels are basic black and similar in shape, although sleeve patterns differ. Doctoral 
gowns are faced with velvet, with three bars per sleeve. The black mortarboard cap is 
common to all degrees. 
The hood is the most distinctive feature of academic dress. The color and style 
distinguish degree level, college or university, and discipline, although proliferation of 
fields and institutions does not always allow easy identification. Hoods are all black, 
and they become longer and wider with more advanced degrees. All are lined inside 
with silk in the academic colors of the institution that conferred the degree. 
The outer velvet trim on the hood, which becomes broader with the higher degrees, 
indicates the academic discipline. The white border for arts and letters emanates from 
the fur trim of the Oxford and Cambridge bachelor of arts degree. Red is the traditional 
color of the Church, and scarlet indicates theology. The royal purple of King's Court 
signifies the law. Green, the color of medicinal herbs, stands for medicine. Golden 
yellow indicates science, for through research untold wealth has been given to the 
world. Oxford pink indicates music. Russet brown for forestry is a tribute to the old-
time dress of English foresters. Blue, the color of wisdom and truth, represents 
philosophy and is used on the trim for most academics who hold the doctor of 
philosophy degree, regardless of which discipline they studied in the arts and sciences. 
THE MACE 
During the Middle Ages, the mace was carried into battle by churchmen who were 
forbidden by church law to bear edged weapons. The mace was later carried before the 
king by his bodyguard and eventually became the symbol of authority. A mace is now 
commonly used by governments and by institutions of higher learning in ceremonial 
processions. 
WHITTIER COLLEGE AT 125 YEARS 
Established in 1887 as Whittier Academy by the Religious Society of Friends 
(commonly known as Quakers), and chartered as a post-secondary institution by the State of 
California in 1901, Whittier College has built an illustrious legacy throughout its 125 years 
educating students. Named for prominent Quaker, poet, and abolitionist John Greenleaf 
Whittier, the College has faithfully upheld the academic mission, core values, and 
intellectual ideals set forth by its founders and its namesake. As such, it has offered a 
curricula that teaches—as well as a community that embraces—respect for the individual, 
freedom of conscience, integrity, social responsibility and justice, and internationalism. 
The commitment to these guiding principles has ensured Whittier College's place in 
history, and as a result, Whittier graduates have been at the forefront of civic and civil 
leadership for more than 12 decades. Alumni have gone on to careers and leadership 
positions in business, politics, science, education, and the humanities, all the while serving 
their respective communities with purpose, character, and compassion. 
Today, Whittier College is a cosmopolitan vanguard of 21st century society, recognized 
worldwide as a distinctive and relevant liberal arts college, offering additional graduate 
degrees in both education and law. More than 40 percent of Whittier College 
undergraduates, and three of its four Rhodes Scholars, are from underrepresented ethnic and 
international groups; this kind of cultural diversity, which permeates both classroom and 
campus community, profoundly strengthens intellectual discourse and provides a realistic 
exposure to the kind of world students will enter upon graduation. Students and faculty 
continue a long tradition of community service, echoing the Quaker conviction that helping 
others is a moral obligation. International study opportunities enrich every field and major, 
reflecting the Quaker idea that truth transcends the boundaries of race, culture, and nation. 
Whittier Law School, located on a separate campus in Costa Mesa, extends these 
educational values and core principals, preparing students for legal careers through a 
curriculum and practice that emphasizes social service, conflict resolution, international 
jurisprudence, and professional ethics. 
Through its 125 years of history and heritage, Whittier College has had much to be 
proud of and celebrate. With this Class of 2012, this most excellent legacy is assured. 



